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Competing in the Age of 

continuous Retail Disruption

Retail is in fact very nice, 

in particular, by how quickly and accurately reflects the 

realities of the times.

Matthew Brown

Retail futurologist



Profitable Category Diversification & 

Expansion Leveraging Customer Insight
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Effective collaboration with CPG brings 

Profitable Category Diversification

The majority of retailers in the US and Europe admit that they 

struggle to collaborate effectively with their CPG partners. 

Could collaborative approach in category planning bring desired 

sales increase?

Could technology, perpetuate a closer working relationship 

between the two in the Age of Amazon?



1. Collaborative Business Planning is Key to 

Driving Results

60% of 
retailers do

collaborative 
category 

assortment

70% of retailers
pointed to 

customer
centric

category
management

66% of retailers 
indicate

space 
management 
brings results

Only 3 out of 10 
nit yet 

implemented  
longer-term 

category 
objectives



Collaborative Business Planning by Using

Efficient Tools



Effective Collaboration

Improve shopper-driven planning by collaboration between retailers and 

FMCG . Create assortments aligned with shopper behavior.



Space Planning in Collaborative Way



Space Planning

Improve shopper-driven planning by collaboration between retailers and 

FMCG . Create assortments aligned with shopper behavior.



Macro Space Planning



2. Technology Instruments and Applications to 

leverage Category Planning

Pygmalios 
Analytics

Promo
Architect

Virtual Store
Remodeling

Pricing
Optimizer



2.Technology as Closer Collaborative Approach 

by Implementing Artificial Intelligence

74% of retailers 
place 

importance on  
customer 
insights

58% of retailers 
fully leverage 

insight data to 
create 

segmented 
assortment  

80% of retailers 
use data for 
promotions 
and sales 

management

Half of retailers 
use data  POS 

transaction 
log and loyalty 

cards









Recommendation for Retailers

Each aspect of retailing involves technology, and category management, 
too, is no exception. 

Optimization of category by size, product mix and inventory level

Cloud and artificial intelligence help to improve turn-arround time

Better visibility and understanding of consumer demand

Mapping the supply 

Various category management strategies implementation
.



Shops in 2030 Vision

Extremely personalized

In the future, we will witness that the personification will apply to virtually 

every aspect of our life. 

For example, traders will have emotional filters available to us, in 

addition to our latest purchase, to change their offer according to how 

we're going to be cool. 

Personalization will eventually become the standard where all products 

and services will be configured entirely according to our personal needs 

and preferences.
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